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We can influence when it comes to performing good environmental 

practices in the bars and restaurants in several vectors. In a first phase can 

be worked on: water, energy and waste. 

 

Water: this scarce good presents many forms of savings. 

These forms can be address to our clients as well as processes. 

 

Processes: In the market exists efficiency systems such as the 

flow reducers. Easy to install and little expensive. They mix air and water 

and can save up to 25% of the consumption. 

 

Clients: signs indicating that they do a proper use of water consumption 

may be sufficient to communicate our policy on water saving. 

 

Energy: diversity of forms of savings. It starts with a good diagnosis, 

identifying what produces the maximum consumption. Usually it is the hot 

water sanitary and the air conditioning (cooling and heating). 

 

Bulbs: Although by law all have to be of low consumption, they can be 

changed for the LED system (light emitting diode) that can get to save 

between 50 and 80% of the consumption. 

 

Motion sensors for elevators, corridors, toilets and other rooms in which 

there are no customers for a long time. 
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Acquire appliances of low consumption in the wide range of devices that 

the market offers. 

  

Waste: Initially you must apply the 4R maximum of waste management 

(reduce, reuse, recycle, recover). 

 

Reduce: To choose products that have the smallest packaging possible (as 

far as possible cans and big boxes ...). 

 

Reuse: why not to convert the organic waste (conveniently separated) in 

compound for the garden or the planters through a composter? 

 

Recycle and recover: All waste generated must have a correct one 

management, with an adequate final destination (specific container...). As 

far as possible, products can be recovered to make a new use, for example, 

in the hospitality sector, we can recover the oils used to make soaps or,  

recover the glass bottles to make them serve again. 


